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We find that a serious fine-tuning exists in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) at physical point,
which involves three fundamental quantities essential for the QCD vacuum structure: susceptibility
functions for the chiral symmetry, axial symmetry, and the topological charge. The fine-tuning
is unavoidably driven when the balance in magnitude among them (dobbed the QCD trilemma)
is relaxed. It turns out that QCD is actually “unnatural” at vacuum, and even in a whole low-
temperature regime including the chiral crossover epoch. It may be challenging to resolve this
“unnaturalness” in a whole thermal history of Universe even going beyond the framework of the
standard model, because it is tightly tagged with the anomalous Ward identity for chiral and axial
symmetries of the up, down and strange quarks. A supercooling first-order electroweak phase-
transition might be one possibility to realize the “naturalness” at higher temperatures.
Several fine-tuning issues have been pointed out in the
fields of particle physics and cosmology. In the stan-
dard model of particle physics, there are well-known two
longstanding fine-tuning problems: one is related to the
gauge hierarchy problem [1–4], while the other is the so-
called strong CP problem in QCD [5–7]. The most gi-
gantic tuning is required in cosmology, to account for
the presently accelerating Universe, so-called the cosmo-
logical constant problem [8]. Taking them seriously into
account has so far motivated us to refine or go beyond the
existing theories, the standard model and Einstein gen-
eral relativity, and opened numerous frontiers in research
directions along the theoretical particle and cosmological
physics.
In this Letter, we pose a new fine-tuning problem in
the thermal history of the standard model. We find that
a serious fine-tuning potentially exists in three funda-
mental quantities essential to characterize the vacuum
structure of QCD: susceptibility functions for the chiral
SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry, the U(1)A axial symmetry,
and the topological susceptibility.
Those three susceptibilities are robustly related to each
other by the anomalous Ward identities for the chiral
SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry, to hold the form symboli-
cally like
〈Chiral SU(2)〉 = 〈U(1) Axial〉 − 〈Topological〉 , (1)
where brackets stand for vacuum expectation values or
thermally averaged amplitudes. For the precise expres-
sions written in terms of the susceptibilities, see Eq.(3).
〈Chiral SU(2)〉 or 〈U(1) Axial〉 goes to zero, when the
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FIG. 1: Illustration of QCD trilemma and its relaxation.
The QCD vacuum structure is built upon the “Chiral SU(2)”,
“U(1) Axial”, and “Topological” features, which are related
each other by a balance relation like Eq.(1) (or, more precisely
given in Eq.(3)). Left panel: the theory is natural and holds
the trilemma by forming the equilateral triangle with the same
order of the weight amplitudes denoted by blobs. Right panel:
the trilemma is violated (relaxed) when a fine-tuning is caused
by a big cancellation between “U(1) Axial”, and “Topologi-
cal” in Eq.(1), which is represented by the isosceles triangle
with one blob significantly reduced, keeping Eq.(1) and the
corresponding two sides stretched out. Hence the theory is
unnatural, that turns out to be the case of real-life QCD (the
relaxation pattern (i) in Eq.(2)), as is demonstrated in the
text.
is restored. One might simply think that the above three
amplitudes should take the same order of magnitude,
namely, no preference among them in magnitude, so that
the Ward identity acts like a balance equation. This case
is thought to be natural, where no fine-tuning is present.
We dob this as “trilemma”, and depict a triangle cartoon
in Fig. 1.
The trilemma will be violated when one of three am-
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= 1− 〈Chiral SU(2)〉
〈U(1) Axial〉
 1 . (2)
In the case (i), when the chiral symmetry is restored,
〈Chiral SU(2)〉 is finely tuned to zero by 〈U(1) Axial〉
and 〈Topological〉, while the case (ii) the tuned ampli-
tude is 〈Topological〉 by a gigantic cancellation between
〈Chiral SU(2)〉 and 〈U(1) Axial〉. This is thus unnatural,
as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1.
We find that QCD is actually unnatural in a sense of
the trilemma relaxation pattern (i) in Eq.(2), i.e., due to
the fine-tuned chiral order parameter. It is demonstrated
based on a chiral effective theory that the unnaturalness
stays in a whole low-temperature regime including the
chiral phase transition (crossover). The size of the tuning
is found to be two orders of magnitude even at vacuum:
R ≡ 1− 〈Topological〉〈U(1) Axial〉 = O(10
−2), and this R is to be some-
what smaller at around the chiral crossover, which turns
out to be actually in good agreement with the reported
lattice result.
We conjecture that the unnaturalness of QCD is re-
lated to the flavor violation in three-flavor quark masses,
which is dictated to be sizable today, and shown to keep
sizable even still around the chiral crossover epoch.
To see how the chance of the chiral symmetry restora-
tion is potentially unnatural, we start with a relation be-
tween order parameters for the chiral SU(2)L × SU(2)R
symmetry and U(1)A axial symmetry, which is con-
structed from a set of generic anomalous Ward identities
for the three-flavor chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry.
The relation goes like




where ml = mu = md (isospin symmetric limit); χη−δ ≡
χη −χδ and χπ−δ ≡ χπ −χδ are differences of chiral and
axial susceptibilities, which signal the restorations when
those (asymptotically) reach zero; χtop is the topologi-
cal susceptibility. The chiral and axial correlations for
the χη−δ and χπ−δ are summarized in Fig. 2. Note that
those susceptibilities involve strange quark contributions
at the loop level, hence depend on the strange quark
mass ms. More details on the susceptibilities are pre-
sented in Appendix A. Equation (3) is the precise form
holding the QCD trillemma, symbolically described in
Eq.(1): χη−δ ≡ 〈Chiral SU(2)〉, χπ−δ ≡ 〈U(1) Axial〉,
and χtop ≡ 〈Topological〉. (Note χtop < 0 and other
susceptibilities are positive in our sign convention. See
also Appendix A.) Thus the QCD trilemma in Eq.(3)
dictates the chiral SU(2) symmetry breaking and U(1)A
breaking, linked with the transition rate of the topolog-
ical charge, where all the breaking is dominantly con-
trolled by nonzero quark masses.












By using this R the Ward identity in Eq.(3) is evaluated
as
χη−δ = R · χπ−δ , (5)
so that the ratio R measures the size of gap in magnitude
between the chiral (χη−δ) and axial (χπ−δ) susceptibili-
ties.
When both susceptibilities asymptotically approach
zero (i.e. get close to the restoration), a small R, e.g.
less thanO(10%), parameterizes somewhat a serious fine-
tuning by that amount: that is like R ∼ 1− (1− ε) with
ε = O(10%). (Here the second term (χtop/χπ−δ) < 0
in our sign convention.) This corresponds to the case
(i) in Eq.(2) for the trilemma relaxation. In addition,
when R → 1 (say, 0.9), χtop is instead tuned to zero by
another subtraction (χη−δ − χπ−δ) 1. This is the case
(ii) in Eq.(2). Thus, one may quantify the naturalness
to keep the QCD trilemma, by saying that a theory is
natural when
0.1 < R < 0.9 , and R = 0, 1 , (6)
otherwise unnatural due to the accidental relaxation.
When R is exactly equal to 1, the axial anomaly is ab-
sent, where obviously no fine tuning is seen, while in the
case of R = 0, no chiral symmetry breaking is present,
so is natural. We shall dub R as the trilemma-relaxation
estimator.
The state-of-the-art lattice QCD simulations have re-
vealed a faster dumping of χη−δ, than χπ−δ around and
above the chiral crossover temperature [11, 12], which
indicates R  1 in Eq.(5). This is also supported from
a rigorous argument based on QCD-inequality like rela-
tions [13] and its generalized evidence based on the lat-
tice QCD setup [14]. Furthermore, a recent lattice study
(with two lightest flavors) has shown significantly dom-
inant contributions from the axial susceptibilities (χπ−δ
and χtop ) left in the chiral susceptibility (χη−δ) in the
chiral crossover domain [15]. This implies that there may
be a fine-tuning to realize the faster-dumped and smaller
1 This vanishing χtop happens due to the flavor-singlet nature [7,
16–18], which keeps operative even at finite temperature [16, 18].
Note also that this R→ 1 corresponds to yielding a small value
of the ratio (say 0.1 for R = 0.9) in the case (ii) in Eq.(2).
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χη−δ by the destructive interference between more slowly
dumped and larger χπ−δ and χtop: i.e. R  1, in
Eq.(5). Thus, QCD seems to be unnatural in realizing
the asymptotic-chiral symmetry restoration. Actually,
though not explicitly addressed, this fine-tuning could
be read off from the existing lattice QCD data [11] and
also [15] with taking into account possible finite volume
effects and statistical errors.
Prior to the lattice simulations, based on a chiral ef-
fective theory we demonstrate that it is indeed the case
in a whole low-temperature regime including around the
chiral crossover, and conjecture that it is due to the three-
flavor symmetry violation.
We employ a Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model with
three flavors. In addition to the standard-scalar four-
fermion interaction terms the model includes a determi-
nant term (Kobayashi-Maskawa-‘t Hooft [19–22]) which
would be induced from the QCD instanton coupled to
quarks and explicitly breaks the U(1)A axial symme-
try 2. We refer readers to a review paper [23] and Ap-
pendix A as the details on the Lagrangian, the formal-
ism at finite temperature, and the formulae of the chiral
and axial susceptibilities. We adopt the same inputs as
in the literature, working in the isospin symmetric limit
(mu = md = ml), to fix the model parameters at zero
temperature (T = 0). QCD at the physical point that we
call real-life QCD, presently modeled by the NJL descrip-
tion, predicts ml = 5.5 MeV and ms = 138 MeV [23],
which well reproduces the hadronic observables (pion de-
cay constant, pion, kaon and eta prime masses, and so
forth).
We have also found that the value of χtop at T = 0
estimated from the present model is in good agreement
with the lattice result, and the (subtracted and normal-
ized) chiral condensate as well as the (normalized) χtop
exhibit perfectly consistent T/Tpc-scalings in a qualita-
tive sense, including below and above the chiral crossover
point with the pseudo-critical temperature Tpc|NJL ' 188
MeV, in comparison with the lattice data. For the de-
tails, see Appendix A. This confirms that the present
NJL model describes the chiral crossover phenomenon in
real-life QCD quite well.
Figure 3 shows values of the trilemma-relaxation es-
timator R evolved with T , allowing ms off the physical
point with ml kept physical. See the middle-solid curve
with ms = 138 MeV, which corresponds to real-life QCD.
Comparison with the available 2 + 1 flavor-lattice QCD
2 We will not consider intrinsic-temperature dependent couplings,
instead, all the T dependence should be induced only from the
thermal quark loop corrections to the couplings defined and in-
troduced at vacuum. Actually, the present NJL shows good
agreement with lattice QCD results on the temperature scaling
for the chiral, axial, and topological susceptibilities, as shown in
Appendix B. In this sense, we do not need to introduce such an
intrinsic T dependence for the model parameters in the regime
up to temperatures around the chiral crossover.

















FIG. 3: Plots showing that real-life QCD is unnatural and
conjecturing that the naturalness is recovered in the three-
flavor symmetric limit, which are monitored by the trilemma-
relaxation estimator R defined in Eq.(4). Estimates have been
done based on the NJL model described as in the text. Com-
parison with the 2+1 flavor-lattice QCD data (with mπ = 135
MeV) in the available T range has also been displayed with the
error bars [11] (in the zoomed-in window). The curve with
ms = 138 MeV points to real-life QCD with three flavors,
while the quenched-strange quark limit has been achieved by
taking ms = 50 GeV, corresponding to the two-flavor limit.
Another curve with ms = 5.5 MeV denotes a conjectured pre-
diction in the three-flavor symmetric limit. The Natural and
Unnatural regimes are defined in Eq.(6).
data (with mπ = 135 MeV) on R [11] — reconstructed
from the data on χπ−δ and χη−δ through the relation
Eq.(5) — has also been displayed (in the zoomed-in win-
dow), which shows a good agreement including the error
bars, for 140 MeV . T . 200 MeV 3.
Remarkably, in a whole low-temperature regime in-
cluding the chiral crossover, real-life QCD stays outside
the Natural region defined as in Eq.(6), required to have
a sizable fine-tuning. We have observed R ' 0.05 at
around T covering the crossover point (Tpc|NJL ' 188
MeV: 140 MeV . T . 200 MeV), consistently with the
lattice data, and R . 0.01 at T & 300 MeV. Namely, the
size of fine-tuning is slightly amplified by thermal loop
effects as T develops from zero 4.
Although the present model parameters are fixed at the
physical point, we may deduce some conjectures on the
naturalness in a view of the quark mass difference. Ex-
trapolating off real-life QCD, one can then observe that
the Unnatural domain still covers the two-flavor limit case
3 The individual χπ−δ and χη−δ involve some discrepancy between
the NJL estimate and the lattice data, on both of which the NJL
tends to give larger values. For details, see Appendix B.
4 Above T ∼ 300 MeV, the NJL description as the effective theory
of QCD will be somewhat unreliable because the deconfining
color degrees of freedom would be significant.
4







FIG. 4: Plots on the QCD trilemma-relaxation estimator R
at T = 0 as a function of ms/ml, along with the Naturalness
interval defined in Eq.(6). The shaded domain surrounded
by the real-life QCD point implies confidence level intervals
for the model prediction, where the model parameters expect
for ms have been fixed at the physical point, as noted in the
text. The thinner-shaded regions should be understood as in-
definitely extrapolated results with somewhat poor reliability.
with ms = 50 GeV (bottom-dot-dashed curve), where
strange quark is decoupled, and the required fine-tuning
size is greater than that in the real-life QCD case. Taking
the three-flavor symmetric limit ms = ml with ml fixed
to the physical value, we find a Natural QCD-like the-
ory (top-dashed curve), which keeps almost constant R
at any finite T within the Naturalness interval in Eq.(6).
This implies that the three-flavor symmetry would be re-
lated to the relaxation of the QCD trilemma.
Since the order of magnitude for R tends to be al-
most fixed at T = 0, we may focus only on R at T = 0,
and look into the flavor-symmetry dependence on R, by
varying ms in a wide range, with fixed ml to the physical
value. Figure 4 shows plots on R as a function of ms/ml,
together with the Naturalness interval in Eq.(6). As ms
goes off the flavor symmetric limit in the Natural domain
to be smaller, R tends to get larger, to flow into the Un-
natural domain governed by the fine-tuning of χtop (that
is the relaxation patter (ii) in Eq.(2)). The figure clearly
shows that a Natural QCD-like theory should have had
some approximate three-flavor symmetry for up, down
and strange quarks with 0.06 . ms/ml . 6.
In conclusion, real-life QCD is required to relax the
trilemma associated with the essential feature of the vac-
uum structure of QCD, and inevitably is finely-tuned to
reach the chiral symmetry restoration. This is schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 1. Actually, this fine-tuning is
present even at vacuum, which we conjectured is due
to the three-flavor symmetry violation for up, down and
strange quarks, and becomes more eminent after the chi-
ral crossover. Those features can directly be tested on
lattice QCD.
The discovered fine-tuning at T = 0 (existing in R,
in Eq.(5)) seems to be hard to be resolved in a simple-
mind even if contributions beyond the standard model
are taken into account, because the Ward-identity for the
three-flavor chiral (SU(3)L × SU(3)R) in part includes
the electroweak SU(2) gauge charge, to which light new
physics contributions have severely been constrained by
electroweak precision tests. Therefore, it would be in-
evitable to allow QCD to finely-tuned work for the chiral
symmetry restoration and breaking at T = 0 and also
around the chiral crossover.
We have observed that an approximate three-flavor
symmetry (ml ∼ ms) would make R natural. This im-
plies that R can be kicked up into the Natural regime at
higher T in the thermal history of Universe, where the
three light quarks act as almost massless, hence the flavor
symmetry can approximately work. Therefore, the fine-
tuning problem might have been absent in some earlier
epoch of the thermal history, which could not be covered
by the framework of the present NJL model with T . 300
MeV.
As T gets higher, the QCD instanton effects will be
extremely diluted by an inverse Boltzman-like suppres-
sion ∼ e−T
2/µ2QCD [25, 26] (with a collective scale factor
of QCD, µQCD) as predicted from the dilute instanton
gas description, so that the U(1)A-breaking determinant
term among quarks, Ldet = K det(q̄LqR) + h.c., will also
get significantly suppressed [24]. Actually, R → larger
as K → smaller, because χtop ∝ K and gets smaller (see
Eq.(4)). Thereby one would suspect that R could jump
in the Natural regime for 0.1 < R < 0.9, above T & 300
MeV 5.
To monitor R in such a higher-T QCD, we may in-
troduce a model having only Ldet plus the quark ki-
netic term, with the determinant coupling K simply
scaled by temperature as K(T ) = e−T
2/µ2QCD · K. This
determinant-type interaction would be of the most min-
imal form relevant to R dictating the chiral and ax-
ial breaking, which could mimic a “gluonic-interacting
cloud” covering the quarks in quark-gluon plasma. More
details on the model description and parameter setup for
evaluation of R are provided in Appendix C. See Fig. 5,
which indicates a possibility that R can be trapped in
the Unnatural regime for 0.9 < R < 1 at T ∼ 500− 1000
MeV. This takes place due to the highly suppressed
K(T ), which promptly drives R up to close to 1 as T
5 As noted below Eq.(3), the QCD trilemma is controlled by the
presence of the light three-flavor quark-masses, which would
dominate the chiral and axial breaking effects, over other terms
possibly arising from the (electromagnetic or electroweak) gauge
interactions which explicitly break the global chiral SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R symmetry. We have checked that those gauge interac-
tions contribute as subleading terms arising at higher loop orders,
so that this trend would keep operative unless the gauge inter-
actions get nonperturbatively strong, which will not happen at
least below the Planck scale.
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FIG. 5: Plots on a conjectured thermal evolution of R for
a higher T regime up to around 1 GeV, based on a high-T
QCD model with three flavor quarks and the induced QCD
instanton effect described in the text, more details of which
are presented in Appendix C. The scale parameter µQCD has
been taken to be (200, 300, 400) MeV, as a reference.
gets higher. A decisive conclusion on R for T & 300
MeV can be derived from lattice QCD simulations with
chiral fermions.
This unnaturalness again may be challenging to re-
solve even with new contributions beyond the standard
model. One possible resolution could be a supercooling
electroweak phase transition, such as addressed in the
literature [27]. In this scenario, the quark mass ml → 0
around the epoch of the chiral phase transition of QCD,




/χπ−δ|ml→0 → −1, in which χtop|ml→0 → 0.
Since this phase transition would be of the first order in-
volving couplings of the standard model to new physics
sector in a scale-invariant way, R could stay in the Nat-
ural regime.
We might also deduce some hints for beyond the stan-
dard models, even if the present-day-unnaturalness of
relaxation of the QCD trilemma is not seriously taken
into account: it would be led to a question on the origin
of Yukawa coupling structures for the first-and second-
generations quarks. The desired three-flavor symme-
try might imply that the first-generation quarks can be
thought of as somehow special, because of their sepa-
rately small masses compared to the strange quark mass,
or vice versa. This would support to consider the ori-
gin of Yukawa’s with two separate and intrinsic scales, as
what would be realized in warped extradimension mod-
els, some class of D-brane theories, or flavon models, and
extended technicolor-like theories, and so forth.
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Appendix A: The Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model
In this section, we give a brief introduction to the three-flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model as a low-energy
chiral effective model of QCD. This model includes the ’t Hooft determinant interaction term to incorporate the
quantum U(1)A anomaly, which would be induced from the QCD instanton, and the standard-scalar four fermion
interaction term. Taking the auxiliary-field method to obtain meson spectra, the four-fermion and six-fermion inter-
action parts can be decomposed into various physical channels, by which scalar and pseudoscalar meson spectra can
be well described. We will also give the susceptibility formulas for π, σ, η and δ (= a0 in terms of the Particle Data
Group) meson channels.
1. Model description
The three flavor NJL model takes the form (for a review, see [23]):










q̄i(1 + γ5)qj + h.c.] , (A1)
where the quark field q is represented as the triplet of SU(3), q = (u, d, s)T , and λa (a = 0 ∼ 8) are the Gell-Mann
matrices in the flavor space with λ0 =
√
2/3 diag(1, 1, 1). The determinant in LKMT acts on the flavor indices and
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the mass term m is the current quark mass matrix, m = diag(mu,md,ms). In the following discussions, we assume
the exact isospion symmetry mu = md and define the light quark mass ml =
1
2 (mu +md).
The L4f is the standard-scalar four fermion interaction term with the four-point coupling strength gs. This is
the most minimal interaction term involving the smallest number of quark fields for Lorentz scalar and pseudoscalar
channels, which could be generated at low-energy QCD via the gluon exchange, and is U(3)L⊗U(3)R invariant under
the chiral transformation: q → U · q with U = exp[−iγ5
∑8
a=0 λ
a/2θa] and the chiral phases θa. The mass term in L
explicitly breaks U(3)L ⊗U(3)R symmetry. The determinant term LKMT is called the Kobayashi- Maskawa-‘t Hooft
[19–22] term, which is a six-fermion interaction. This interaction gives rise to the mixing between different flavors and
also uplift the η′ mass to be no longer a Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson. The KMT term preserves SU(3)L⊗SU(3)R
invariance (associated with the chiral phases labeled as a = 1, · · · 8) but breaks the U(1)A (corresponding to a = 0)
symmetry, measured by the effective coupling constant gD.
The NJL model itself is a (perturbatively) nonrenormalizable field theory because L4f and LKMT describe the
higher dimensional interactions with mass dimension greater than four. Therefore, a momentum cutoff Λ must be
introduced to make the NJL model regularized. All the parameters, including the cutoff Λ, will be fixed later in the
numerical calculation section.
2. Quark condensate
At finite temperatures, the expectation value of an operator Θ is given by the statistical thermal average:




where H is the Hamiltonian operator.
We employ the mean-field approximation (MFA) and then obtain the gap equation and the thermodynamic po-
tential. Then, the quark condensates acts as the parameters in the MFA and are T -dependent, which we define
as
〈ūu〉 ≡ α, 〈d̄d〉 ≡ β, 〈s̄s〉 ≡ γ . (A3)
Searching for the minimum point of the thermodynamic potential with respect to α, β and γ as variational parameters,













2, Nc denotes the number of colors to be fixed to three, and Mi are the dynamical masses:
Mu = mu − 2gsα− 2gDβγ
Md = md − 2gsβ − 2gDαγ
Ms = ms − 2gsγ − 2gDαβ . (A5)
3. Chiral and axial susceptibilities
In this subsection, we introduce susceptibilities for pseudoscalar and scalar meson channels and give their explicit
formulas. We will leave the details of the calculations here and refer readers to a review paper [23], which contains
all necessary information to reach the final formulas that we will present below.
a. Pseudoscalar meson channel














d3x with the imarginary time τ = ix0. This χ
ij
P takes a matrix form
χP =
−1
1 +GPΠP (0, 0)
·ΠP (0, 0) , (A7)












gs − 23 (α+ β + γ)gD −
√
2




6 (2γ − α− β)gD gs −
1






































with IiiP (ω,p) being the pesudoscalar one-loop polarization functions [28],









1− 2 (exp(Mi/T ) + 1)−1
]
, for i = u, d, s . (A10)
In our analyse, we mainly focus on susceptibility formulas in the flavor space, in which the pseudoscalar suscepti-












d4x〈(iq̄l(0)γ5ql(0))(is̄(x)γ5s(x))〉 , for ql = u, d . (A11)


































In our analyse, we are particularly interested in the susceptibilities of π and η mesons in the pseudoscalar channel,
because they are correlated with a set of chiral and U(1)A transformations and are directly related with the topological
susceptibility in QCD [29], which we will discuss in the later section.




























·Ππ(0, 0) , (A16)
where Gπ = gs + gDγ, which is the coupling strength in the pion channel, and Ππ is the quark-loop polarization
function for χπ, which is evaluated by using I
ii









b. Scalar meson channel
The definitions of scalar susceptibilities are similar to those for pseudoscalars’, which are given just by removing
iγ5 in the definition of pseudoscalar susceptibilities, and supplying the appropriate one-loop polarization functions
and the corresponding coupling constants.





·ΠS(0, 0) , (A18)














3 (α+ β + γ)gD
√
2
6 (2γ − α− β)gD√
2
6 (2γ − α− β)gD gs +
1
3 (γ − 2α− 2β)gD
)
. (A19)
It is interesting to note that comparing the coupling constant matrices in the scalar and pseudoscalar channels
(Eqs.(A8) and (A19)), the only difference is in the relative sign in front of gD. This indicates the different role
played by the U(1)A anomaly in these two channels: attractive and repulsive interactions, respectively. The scalar












































{1− 2[exp(Mi/T ) + 1]−1} i = u, d, s . (A21)


































In the scalar channel, we focus mainly on σ meson and δ meson susceptibilities, which are chiral and U(1)A partners
of η and π mesons. These four susceptibilities will be our direct tools to monitor the restorations of chiral and U(1)A
symmetries later.








= 2χuuS + 2χ
ud
S . (A23)


















The topological susceptibility χtop is related to the θ vacuum configuration of QCD. It is defined as the curvature










Performing the U(1)A rotation for quark fields together with flavor singlet condition [17], one can transfer the θ
dependence coupled to the topological gluon configurations, via the axial anomaly, to current quark mass terms.






















+ χssP ) , (A27)

















Furthermore, using the Ward identities for the chiral SU(3) rotation [30], we can find the correlation between the
quark condensate and the pseudoscalar susceptibilities, which are given as
























〈ūu〉+ 〈d̄d〉 = −mlχπ , (A31)
Now, combining Eqs.(A29), (A30), and (A31), we find that the topological susceptibility in Eq.(A27) can be reduced




















= m2l χ5,disc .
(A32)
By rewriting Eq.(A32), we get our key equation which corresponds to Eq.(3) in the main text:
χη−δ = 4χ5,disc − χδ−π . (A33)
Equation (A33) is a very intriguing and helpful equation for us to see the relation between chiral symmetry and
U(1)A symmetry. The left hand side represents the tendency of the chiral restoration, while the right hand side is
described by the topological susceptibility and the trend of U(1)A restoration. This equation shows that the chiral
restoration can be correlated with the U(1)A restoration and the topological configuration of QCD. It has been argued
in the literature (say, [42] and references therein) that that chiral and U(1)A symmetry cannot simultaneously be
restored. Now this discrepancy can be rephrased by Eq.(A33): it should be attributed to the topological configuration
of QCD. In the chiral limit, since the topological configuration can be rotated away from QCD, χtop will come to be
zero, which can also be seen directly from Eq.(A32). So the discrepancy will vanish and chiral symmetry and U(1)A
symmetry should be restored simultaneously.
Appendix B: Numerical calculation results
In this section, we give our numerical calculation results on the (subtracted) quark condensate, scalar and pseu-
doscalar susceptibilities, and topological susceptibility. We also check the consistency with the recent lattice QCD
data on 2 + 1 flavors at physical point, and also with other chiral effective models,
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1. Parameter setting
In the present model, in Eq.(A1), we have five parameters that need to be specified: the light quark mass ml, the
strange quark mass ms, the coupling constants gs and gD, and the three-momentum cutoff Λ. To fix the parameters,
we take the following four hadronic observables at T = 0 as inputs:
mπ = 136 MeV, fπ = 93 MeV, mK = 495.7 MeV, mη′ = 957.5 MeV . (B1)
To fix the remaining one degree of freedom, we follow the literature [31] to take light quark mass ml = 5.5 MeV (at
the renormalization scale of 1 GeV). Thus all the model parameters are fixed, which are presented in Table I [23].
TABLE I: Parameter setting
Parameters Values
light quark mass ml 5.5 MeV
strange quark mass ms 138 MeV
four-fermion coupling constant gs 0.358 fm
2
six-fermion coupling constant gD − 0.0275 fm5
cutoff Λ 631.4 MeV
2. Subtracted quark condensate
The quark condensate in the NJL model involves a ultraviolet (UV) divergence (which is dominated by a quadratic
divergence) due to its vacuum part (〈−q̄q〉 ∼ NcmqΛ2/(4π2)), and is needed to be renormalized when compared with
lattice data. Since the quadratic divergences in the quark condensate come along with current quark masses (as
above), we use a subtracted quark condensate as the chiral order parameter, which has been adopted in the lattice
simulations: ∆l,s(T ) ≡ 〈l̄l〉 − 2mlms 〈s̄s〉 , where 〈l̄l〉 = 〈ūu〉 = 〈d̄d〉.
Figure 6 shows the subtracted quark condensate with respective to temperature predicted from the present NJL
model, in comparison with the lattice QCD result on 2+1 flavor data at the physical point [32]. Note that in the
figure, the temperature is normalized by the pseudo-critical temperature Tpc, which is (for the NJL prediction) defined
as d2〈l̄l〉(T )/dT 2|T=Tpc . We have found the Tpc|NJL ' 188 MeV, which is compared with the lattice result Tpc|lat.
' 155 MeV [33–37]. In the figure, we have thus normalized the temperature by their corresponding pseudo-critical
temperature respectively.
From Fig. 6, we see that the subtracted quark condensate based on NJL calculation shows a perfect consistency
with the lattice data. This confirms that the present NJL model describes the chiral crossover phenomenon quite
well.
3. Chiral and axial susceptibility partners
The scalar and pseudoscalar susceptibilities presented in Eqs. (A14), (A16), (A23), and (A25) are correlated with







In the chiral-symmetry and U(1)A symmetry-restoration limits, the corresponding partners will be equal to each
other:
χπ = χσ, χδ = χη (chiral symmetry limit) (B2)
χπ = χδ, χσ = χη (axial symmetry limit) (B3)
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FIG. 6: Temperature scaling of the subtracted quark condensate, in comparison with data from the lattice QCD with 2 + 1
flavors [33]. The normalization factor, the pseudo-critical temperature for the chiral crossover (Tpc) has been set to individual
values estimated from the present NJL model (Tpc|NJL ' 188 MeV) and the lattice simulation (Tpc|lat. ' 155 MeV).
Then, observation of null difference between the above partners can effectively monitor the restoration of the
related symmetry. Here we denote χπ − χδ as χπ−δ and χη − χδ as χη−δ to signal the U(1)A symmetry and the
chiral symmetry, respectively. To see exactly how the chiral symmetry and U(1) axial symmetry is restored with
the increase of temperature, based on Eqs.(A14), (A16), and (A25), in Fig.7 we show our numerical result on the
susceptibility differences as a function of temperature, in comparison to the lattice QCD result [11].
In Fig.7, we see that the chiral-partner difference χη−δ fits quite well with the lattice data, while the U(1)A-partner
difference χπ−δ shows some discrepancy. Note that χη−δ and χπ−δ are both normalized by T
2 in Fig.7. For the
unnormalized ones, the present NJL model seems to yield larger values for both χη−δ and χπ−δ than what the lattice
simulation currently predicts. We can still see the discrepancy between chiral and U(1)A symmetry restorations.
Both the NJL analysis and the lattice simulation predict a faster restoration of the chiral symmetry than the U(1)
axial symmetry. This can also be seen from Eq.(A33), as it was discussed before. Since the topological susceptibility
χtop keeps negative value in any temperature (due to the dominance of the quark condensate terms which are all
negative), Eq.(A33) would indicate that χη−δ is always smaller than χπ−δ. This trend holds for both the lattice and
NJL results. We have further confirmed the faster restoration of the chiral symmetry at high temperature. Above
the critical temperature Tpc|NJL ' 188 MeV, we see a good enough approximate chiral symmetry from Fig.7. The
effective-U(1)A restoration-temperature is estimated to be larger than 250 MeV.
4. Topological susceptibility
The generic formula of topological susceptibility is given by Eq.(A27), which is composed of the quark condensate
part and the pseudoscalar susceptibility part. Using the explicit formulas for the quark condensate in Eq.(A4) and
the pesudooscalar susceptibility in Eq.(A12), we are ready to evaluate χtop with respect to temperature.
In Fig. 8, we plot the temperature dependence of unnormalized topological susceptibility χ
1/4
top . We have found
χtop keeps negative at any temperature, and taken the absolute value of χtop in the figure. Comparison with the
dilute instanton gas approximation (DIGA) [25, 26], the linear sigma model result (denoted as CJT in the figure) [16]
and the result from lattice simulation in the continuum limit [39–41] have also been displayed. The temperature is
normalized by the pseudo-critical temperature in the figure. We have taken Tpc|NJL = 188 MeV for the NJL case,
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FIG. 7: Temperature dependence of the susceptibility differences around the chiral crossover, in comparison with lattice QCD
data for 2 + 1 flavors [11].
Tpc|CJT = 215 MeV for the linear sigma model case, and Tpc|lat = 155 MeV for the lattice and DIGA cases.
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FIG. 8: Temperature scaling of topological susceptibilities, compared with lattice data [39–41] and other models as described in
the text. The DIGA prediction has been quoted from the literature [39]. For the way of error bars associated with the DIGA,
see the cited reference.
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Figure 8 shows prefect consistency between the NJL analysis and lattice result. We see they maintain a good
agreement with each other in the whole range of the available lattice data, T/Tpc ∼ 0− 4. Below the pseudo-critical
temperature, T < Tpc, all the results fit perfectly with each other, including the linear sigma model. In contrast, as
temperature goes higher than the pseudo-critical temperature, T > Tpc, we see the deviation of linear sigma model
from the NJL and lattice results. In the literature [16], their analysis on the linear sigma model the pseudoscalar
susceptibility part was not able to evaluate, because the authors did not include the higher order terms in the current
quark mass matrix, and therefore performing the second order derivative on the mass parameter to obtain pseudoscalar
susceptibility would not work out. Thus, their χtop only includes the quark condensate part. The present NJL model
is able to give the pseudoscalar susceptibility contribution to χtop, to achieve an improved estimate on the quark
condensate, and therefore the figure shows better consistency with the lattice result.
Appendix C: A conjectured high T-QCD model
To evaluate the trilemma-relaxation estimator R for a higher T like T > 300 MeV, we may consider a quarkonic-
interacting model in a sense of quantum field theory, instead of dilute instanton gas by which it would be hard to
compute thermally-averaged Green functions like R. We shall approximate such an interacting quark gas at high
T (say, quark-gluon plasma) by only the kinetic and determinant terms which would play a role of the gluonic
counterpart acting as if it is like a dilute instanton effect among quarks. The size of the determinant coupling should
be small, so that the chiral symmetry is broken only by the current quark masses: the coupling should not exceed
the critical value. In addition, as the temperature gets higher, the QCD instanton effect should be suppressed by a
Boltzmann-like factor as predicted from the dilute instanton gas description [25, 26], so that in terms of quarkonic
interactions the determinant term would be suppressed as well.
Thus we write a conjectured model for high-T QCD with three quark flavors as
Lhigh−T = q̄(iγµ∂µ −m)q +K(T )[det(q̄LqR) + h.c.], (C1)
where K(T ) is the temperature-dependent coupling strength of the determinant term, which simply models the
Boltzmann-like suppression for the QCD instanton configuration: K(T ) = e−T
2/µ2QCDK, with a collective scale factor
of QCD, µ2QCD and the overall constant K being scaled by the model cutoff Λ along with a dimensionless parameter
k like K = k/Λ2.
For a benchmark evaluation of R, we set the parameters as
µQCD = 200 , 300 , 400 MeV, Λ = 3 GeV, k = −0.5 . (C2)
where the parameter k has been chosen so as not to exceed the critical coupling kcr = −π2/3. With the parameter
setting above, this model can work for T ∼ 300 MeV up to the order of O(1 GeV).
To calculate all the quantities relevant to R, we only need to refer to the NJL model case, just by replacing gD with
K(T ) and setting the four-fermion coupling strength gs = 0. The plots of R are thus given in Fig.5 in the main text.
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